Abstract-As device geometry continues to shrink, micro-contaminants have an increasingly negative impact on yield. By diminishing the contamination problem, semiconductor manufacturers will significantly improve the wafer yield. This paper presents a comprehensive and successful application of data mining methodologies to the refinement of a new dry cleaning technology that utilizes a laser beam for the removal of micro-contaminants.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
IE YIELD is defined as the ratio between the number of good chips and the total number of chips on a silicon wafer. It has been recognized that maintaining high yield levels is an important element to the competitiveness of semiconductor manufacturing companies [1] .
The yield of a silicon wafer is affected by many factors. Some of these factors are microscopic particles, metallic contaminants, photoresist, and other organic residues which are located on the wafer. These micro-contaminants can damage some of the chips on the wafer during the fabrication process, thus reducing yield. As device geometry continues to shrink, these micro-contaminants have an increasingly negative impact on yield. By diminishing the contamination problem, semiconductor manufacturers will significantly improve the wafer yield.
Traditionally, yield improvement have been achieved through the use of statistical and experimental design techniques [1] . Other methods, such as yield modeling and simulation techniques [1] , [24] also depend on elaborate statistical techniques. A. Shmilovici is with the Department of Industrial Engineering and Management, Ben-Gurion University, Beer-Sheva 84105, Israel (e-mail: armin@bgu-mail.bgu.ac.il).
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Unfortunately, there are practical limitation in automating the statistical techniques when complex interactions and nonlinearities are involved in the underlying models. Moreover, the large amount of data in current semiconductor databases make it almost impractical to manually analyze them for valuable decision-making information. This difficulty is mainly due to the large amount of records, which contain hundreds of attributes, that need to be simultaneously considered in order to accurately model the system's behavior. The need for understanding complex interaction effects, and automated analysis and discovery tools for extracting useful knowledge from huge amounts of raw data has led to the development of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) and data mining methodologies [2] . Some researchers use the term KDD to denote the entire process of turning low-level data into high-level knowledge.
The term data mining is considered a single step in the process that involves finding patterns in the data. Other researchers define data mining as the entire process of knowledge discovery [3] . In this paper, we adopt the second definition.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive and successful application of data mining methodologies to an emerging dry cleaning technology called advanced wafer cleaning. Advanced wafer cleaning is an innovative laser-based technology that utilizes the interaction between a laser beam and a micro-contaminant in a gaseous atmosphere for the removal of micro-contaminants [18] - [20] .
While the advanced laser technology is innovative and successful in most aspects of wafer cleaning, the wafer cleaning process still needs some improving and refining. To this end, a series of experiments have been conducted in order to understand the laser cleaning mechanisms and identify the attributes that are significant in the cleaning process. Based on the data collected, three classification-based data mining methods (including decision tree induction, neural networks, and composite classifiers) have been employed, to enhance the understanding of the cleaning process. The purpose of data mining systems based on classification methods is to categorize the given data into a given predefined number of categorical classes and determine to which group a new data item belongs.
Several outcomes have been obtained: 1) building a series of models to represent the data set; 2) deducing the set of parameter values that will obtain the highest success rate of the various target functions (e.g., success in removing micro-contaminants); 3) identifying conditions under which additional particles are being formed as well as conditions under which wafers are being damaged during the cleaning process; and 4) demonstrating the usability of different data mining techniques, composite classifiers in particular, for handling realistic industrial setting where data is scarce. The paper suggests that data mining methodologies may be particularly useful when data is scarce and the various physical and chemical parameters that affect the process exhibit highly complex interactions. Another implication is that on-line monitoring of the cleaning process using data mining may be highly effective.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the dry-cleaning technology for the contamination problem and the process that needs to be optimized. Section III describes the feature selection and experimental setting. Section IV provides a brief overview of knowledge discovery in databases and data mining. In Sections V-VII, the applicability of decision tree induction, neural networks, and composite classifiers to the cleaning problem is presented. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. A DRY CLEANING PROCESS FOR MICRO-CONTAMINATION CONTROL
Yield is one of the most important indices determining the success in the semiconductor manufacturing business. Microcontaminants are small particles made of metals, photoresist, or other organic and nonorganic residues. Micro-contaminants can originate either from the atmosphere in the fab (hence the ultra-clean room requirement), the materials, or the tools that are used. As device geometries continue to shrink, contaminants have an increasingly negative impact on yield. Micro-contaminants on the masks or wafers can cause electrical short circuits between aluminum lines. They can also cause open circuits or breaks in aluminum traces. Either of these is fatal to the functionality of the chip. A "killer defect" is less than half the size of the device critical dimension, which means that for 0.18-m technology, the cleaning process has to be efficient for particles less than 0.1 m.
Submicrometer particle removal becomes harder because of the nature of adhesion forces as compared to removal forces. The main physical adhesion forces that operate between the submicrometer particles and the wafer surface are Van-der-Waals, capillary, and electrostatic forces. Although the relative amount of these forces depends on the nature and chemical composition of both the particle and the wafer surface, they are proportional to the particle diameter. The removal force, on the other hand, is proportional to the square or the cube of the diameter [18] , [19] . Therefore, it is harder to overcome adhesion forces for smaller particles.
Contamination control is a major issue in VLSI fabrication. With each new device generation, the cleaning requirements become more stringent, and the number of cleaning steps increases. Today, up to 30% of the manufacturing time may be spent in cleaning processes. Presently, wet-chemistry cleaning using chemicals (such as ammonium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid) is used in conjunction with ultrasonic or megasonic in most wafer cleaning stages. There are a number of fundamental problems associated with wet-chemistry cleaning. 1) Nonuniform chemical reaction can cause the gate oxide to be quickly etched and damaged. 2) The cleaning liquid can become a contaminating source, since nondissolved foreign material remains in the liquid and can be re-deposited. 3) At deep submicrometer levels, the layer of the liquid chemical in contact with the wafer surface remains stationary and consequently is unreplenished. Megasonics is not always effective and could become destructive. 4) Most cleaning agents are highly toxic to humans and to the environment, so expensive facilities are needed for their handling and disposal. Thus, as wafer processing becomes more aggressive and the tolerance for contaminants reduced, traditional cleaning techniques based on wet-chemistry cleaning become less adequate. The trend toward all-dry processing can overcome potential drawbacks associated with wet chemistries.
A new laser-based wafer cleaning technology, called Advanced Wafer Cleaning 1 , has recently been developed [18] - [20] . Fig. 1 demonstrates the Advanced Wafer Cleaning process.
A wafer is uniformly heated in a vacuum chamber, with a controlled mixture of O , O (ozone) and NF (nitrogen tri-fluoride). An excimer laser system together with a scanning optical system can generate very short and well-shaped light pulses that can accurately scan an area of 200 200 mm. The gases become highly reactive during the short laser pulse (about 30 nsec) and photoresist polymer bonds are broken under the laser spot. Once the particles are lifted off the surface, they are carried away by a flow of the process gas. As the laser beam scans the entire wafer, photoresist and embedded contaminants are removed. The reactive products are continuously pumped out of the process chamber through a catalytic converter making the process safe and environmentally friendly.
The physical mechanisms involved into the removal of microcontaminants from the wafer surface can be roughly partitioned [18] , [21] into three types:
1) Shock mechanisms-due to sudden heating and expansion of the substrate and the particle, explosive evaporation of the thin liquid film around the particle, and expansion of ionized process gases. 2) Oxidation and laser induced chemical etching-interaction of the particle with the reactive gas mixture that can cut chemical bonds and oxidize organic particle.
3) Laser Etching-the laser's photons can cut chemical bonding and reduce adhesion forces to the substrate. The efficiency of the cleaning process is directly related to the speed of the photo-thermal process (i.e., the interaction between the laser beam and the reactive gases) which depends on the optical flow of the laser. The rapid expansion of the gases due to their heat absorption from the laser pulse introduces acceleration forces that act on the particle. Yet, excessive optical power may damage the wafer surface. An attempt was made to develop an analytical (first principles) model, which involved the solution of coupled nonhomogenous partial differential equations. Unfortunately, experimentation failed to confirm the predictions of the complex model. Fig. 2 presents a micro-contaminants experimental map, before and after the cleaning process. More than 98% of the particles larger than 0.24 m in diameter were removed. One of the challenges of the Advanced Wafer Cleaning technology is to optimize the laser cleaning process further, to particles with 0.1 m diameter. One of the goals of the classification-based methods presented in Sections V-VII is to identify conditions under which a minimal 85%-90% cleaning rate may be realized for particles with 0.1 m diameter.
III. FEATURE SELECTION AND THE EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
The dry cleaning process, which is controlled by several attributes, has not yet reached the point where the exact values of each attribute needed to optimize the process are known. Moreover, mixing the wrong attribute values together can lead to added particles and even damage the wafer.
A series of experiments were executed in order to understand the laser cleaning mechanisms and identify the attributes that are significant in the cleaning process. Two types of wafer substrates were used in the experimental setting-bare silicon wafers and silicon-dioxide coated wafers-which represent the two mostly used substrates for cleaning. Each wafer was contaminated with about 1500 particles with a diameter of 0.1 m. Before and after each firing/cleaning experiment, each contaminated wafer was imaged with a very accurate imaging system that counted the particles and targeted their location on the wafer for the laser firing. A microscope was used to validate the imaging results and to look for any possible damage to the wafer substrate in the targeted areas.
There are many input variables (attributes or features), which are involved in the operation of the process. These input variables can be partitioned into two groups. The energy factors influence the energy of the laser pulse, and include: (1) the intensity of the laser, called Fluence ; (2) the number of pulses in one cleaning session ; (3) the number of cleaning passes over the wafer ; (4) the angle between laser beam and the substrate surface ; (5) the temperature of the preheated substrate ; (6) the frequency of the pulse-train ; and (7) the delay between subsequent pulse trains to the same spot (Delay). The gaseous flow factors include: (1) Table I presents typical records generated by the experiments.
IV. THE DATA MINING PROCESS
Data Mining is often defined as the process of extracting valid, previously unknown, comprehensible information from large databases in order to improve and optimize business decisions [2] .
Data Mining techniques are at the core of the data mining process, and can have different goals depending on the intended outcome of the overall data mining process. Most data mining goals fall under the following main categories [5] , [26] : data processing, verification, regression, classification, clustering, association, sequential pattern analysis, model visualization, and deviation analysis. A variety of techniques are available to enable the above goals. The most commonly used techniques can be categorized in the following groups [2] , [5] , [6] , [26] : statistical methods, artificial neural networks, decision trees, rule induction, case-based reasoning, Bayesian belief networks, and genetic algorithms and evolutionary programming. Several techniques with different goals can be applied successively to achieve a desired result. For example, in order to identify the attributes that are significant in a photolithography process, clustering can be used first to segment the wafer-test database into a given predefined number of categorical classes, then classification can be used to determine to which group a new data item belongs.
In Sections V-VII, we employ data mining methods which fall under the category of classification (e.g., neural networks, Bayesian networks, decision trees, and example-based learning [6] ). We provide a brief description of the classification methods used and their utilization to the Advanced Wafer Cleaning process. For example, consider that each data item corresponding to a list of cleaning input variables (a parameter setting of the cleaning process) is classified to several categories according to the output variable of percentage of particles removed from the target wafer (%Removal). Given a historical data set of cleaning input variables and their %Removal classes, the classification method can identify the class of %Removal to which a new set of cleaning input variables is most likely to fit.
In practice, one class is more desirable than the others (e.g., the class with the highest %Removal). We would like to identify the operating conditions of the cleaning process that consistently derive that class. Since the classification is performed based on experimental data, it means that the model for that class (e.g., a decision tree) will take into considerations any physical constraints on the parameters (e.g., maximum pressure). In a practical factory situation, an on-line or off-line control procedure will use the classification model to determine the parameters of the cleaning process that generates the highest %Re-moval, and will tune the cleaning process accordingly.
V. APPLYING DECISION TREE INDUCTION TO THE CLEANING PROCESS
A. Decision Trees
A decision tree is a tree-shaped structure that represents sets of decisions. Each nonterminal node represents a test or decision to be carried out on a single attribute value (i.e., input variable value) of the considered data item, with one branch and sub-tree for each possible outcome of the test. A decision tree can be used to classify a particular data item by starting at the root of the tree and moving through it until a terminal node (leaf) indicating a class is encountered. When a terminal node is reached, a decision is made. At each nonleaf decision node, the attribute (i.e., input variable) specified by the node is tested, which leads to the root of the sub-tree corresponding to the test's outcome. A decision tree can also be represented as a set of if-then rules 2 by creating one rule for each path from the root node to a leaf node.
ID3 and its successor C4.5 are two of the most widely used and practical methods for inductive inference, and have been successfully applied to a wide range of learning tasks [6] , [7] . The C4.5 is a decision tree algorithm that uses training examples to construct a classification model, which describes the connection between classes and attributes. Once it has learned, the classification model can classify new, unknown instances. The C4.5 algorithm is best suited for problems with the following characteristics: 1) Instances are described by a fixed set of attributes and their values, where each attribute may have discrete values (for example Hot, Mild, Cold) as well as continuous values; 2) the target function has discrete output values; 3) the training data may contain errors, both in the classification of the training examples as well as errors in the attribute values that describe these examples; and 4) some training data may contain missing or unknown attribute values.
C4.5 employs a top-down, greedy construction of a decision tree. It begins with checking which attribute (input variable) should be tested at the root of the tree. Each instance attribute is evaluated using a statistical test (called information gain) to determine how well it classifies the training examples. The best attribute is selected and used as the test at the root node of the tree. A descendant of the root node is then created for each possible value of this attribute, and the training examples are sorted to the appropriate descendant nodes. The entire process is then repeated using the training examples associated with each descendant node to select the best attribute to test at that point in the tree. By placing the attributes with higher information gain closest to the root, the algorithm favors selecting shorter trees over longer ones. The algorithm can also backtrack to reconsider earlier choices by using a pruning method called rule post-pruning [6] , [7] . The rule post-pruning method is utilized in order to overcome the overfitting problem, which often arises in learning tasks 3 . Overfitting occurs when the decision tree constructed classifies the training examples perfectly, but fails to accurately classify new unseen instances. It may occur when there is no noise in the data or when the number of training examples is too small to produce a representative sample of the true target function.
B. Implementation
While C4.5 can deal with continuous values for the different input variables (attributes), the class target function should have discrete values. To that end, the data corresponding to the two continuous output variables (i.e., %Moval, %Removal) have been discretized prior to applying the algorithm. Two methods have been employed to transform a continuous dependent variable into discrete classes. In the first method, human experts define discrete classes (detailed in Table II) based on their experience and intuition. In the second method, we have applied Kohonen's self-organizing maps (SOM) [8] to search for hidden clusters (i.e., "natural classes", detailed in Table V) in the input vectors. The SOM model is a two-layered neural network, where the output units are fully connected via weights to the inputs nodes. The input patterns are presented sequentially to the input layer 4 , and a competitive learning rule is used to choose the "winner" (class) as the output unit with weight vector closets to the current input pattern. Subsequently, groups of output nodes are formed, which correspond to input patterns with similar characteristics.
Several experiments have been conducted. Each experiment consisted of 3 separate runs, where each run uses a different target function: %Moval, %Removal, or %Moval and %Re-moval together as a pair. Whenever the target function is defined by the pair %Moval, %Removal , the predefined categorical classes have been defined as follows: an instance is classified to a high-ranking class only if both %Removal and %Moval comply with the conditions of belonging to that class; otherwise, the instance is associated with a class according to the lowest rank of the elements in the pair.
Knowledge Representation: Decision tree induction is able to turn low-level data into high-level knowledge, which is represented in the form of a decision tree. The extracted knowledge can also be represented as a set of if-then rules by creating one rule for each path from the root node to a leaf node. Although both representations are equivalent, for illustrative purposes, we demonstrate both of them.
The decision trees are read from top-down. When there is a decision to be made, an indentation in the structure will be noticed. The tree employs a case's attribute values to map it to a leaf designating one of the classes. Every leaf of the tree is followed by " " or " " For instance, in the first tree displayed in Fig. 3 , the last leaf of the decision tree is classified as class 4 (7/1), for which is 7 and is 1. The value of is the number of cases in the data file that are mapped to this leaf, and
(if it appears) is the number out of them that are classified incorrectly by the leaf.
The equivalent representation as a set of if-then rules is described as follows. Consider the following rule in the rule set:
Rule lift and -class
In the above representation several ingredients appear. 1) A rule number, which is arbitrary and serves only to identify the rule. 2) Statistics ( , lift ) or ( , lift ), which summarize the performance of the rule. More specifically, is the number of training cases covered by the rule, and (if it appears) shows how many out of them do not belong to the class predicted by the rule. The lift is the estimated accuracy of the rule divided by 4 That is, a sequence of input node values forms an input pattern. the prior probability of the predicted class. 3) One or more conditions that must all be satisfied if the rule is to be applicable. 4) A class predicted by the rule. 5) A value between 0 and 1, which indicates the confidence with which this prediction is made.
When a rule set like the one described above is used to classify a case, it may happen that several of the rules are applicable (that is, all their conditions are satisfied). If the applicable rules predict different classes, there is an implicit conflict that could be resolved in two ways: 1) we can adopt the rule with the highest confidence or 2) we can attempt to aggregate the rules predictions to reach a verdict. The latter strategy is used in this paper; that is, each applicable rule votes for its predicted class with a voting weight equal to its confidence value, the votes are aggregated, and the class with the highest total vote is chosen as the final prediction. There is also a default class, here negative, that is used when none of the rules apply.
The Experimental Results: Four different experiments have been conducted (each consisted of 3 separate runs). In the first three experiments, the effect of the number of output classes on the accuracy has been investigated. Table II summarizes the results. The experiments show that as the number of classes of the underlying target function decreases, the error decreases and so does the dimension of the decision tree. Due to the complex interactions between classes in the parameter space, this result could not have been predicted. The best results have been achieved in Experiment 3 that employed only two classes. Naturally, we are mostly interested in the highest class, since it represents desirable operating conditions of the cleaning process.
A small portion of the decision tree generated for Experiment 1 (with target function %Moval) is given as follows.
As another example, Table III presents a portion of the decision trees generated for the third experiment. Every decision tree can be represented by an equivalent rule-base-which might be better suited for some applications. For example, Table IV presents the equivalent rule-base representation for the target function %Moval & %Removal (right column in Table III) .
In Experiment 4, the Kohonen's Self Organizing Map (SOM) has been applied in order to find if there exists an "intrinsic" clustering of the instances in the feature space. As neural networks can deal with continuous class values, the instances have been entered with their original success rates of %Moval and %Removal. The SOM network resulted in 3 categories. The highest-ranking class was class c and the lowest was class a. The instances have been classified according to those categories and run through C4.5 for classification. This produced an equivalent classification accuracy to that of experiment 3 (which also has three classes). This experiment validates the efficiency of using SOM for determining a "natural" number of classes when a human expert is not available. A portion of the generated decision tree is illustrated in Table V .
Conclusions: It should be noted that due to various extraneous factors, the underlying data set is of a relatively small volume. It is recognized that, in high dimensional spaces (as in the cleaning process), it may be difficult to obtain high classification rates with a small amount of data [2] , [5] , [13] . Despite this fact, the accuracy of the generated decision trees (see Table II) Besides building a model to represent a data set, the generated decision trees have enabled: 1) deduction of the set of parameter values that will obtain the highest success rate of the various target functions and 2) identification of conditions under which additional particles are being formed as well as conditions under which wafers are being damaged during the cleaning process. In a practical factory situation, for example, we will use a feedback control mechanism to adjust the parameters of the cleaning process to the region indicated by rule 6 in Table IV .
VI. APPLYING NEURAL NETWORKS TO THE CLEANING PROCESS
A. Neural Networks
Neural networks are a class of systems modeled loosely after the human brain [5] , [6] , [25] . Biological learning systems are built of very complex webs of interconnected neurons. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are built out of a densely interconnected set of simple processing units, simulating neurons. Each neuron is linked to certain of its neighbors with varying coefficients of connectivity that represent the strengths of these connections. Learning is accomplished by adjusting these strengths to cause the overall network to output appropriate results. ANN have been successfully used to solve complex problems such has voice recognition and face identification [25] .
Designing a neural network consists of: 1) arranging neurons in various layers; 2) deciding the type of connections among neurons for different layers as well as among the neurons within a layer; 3) deciding the way a neuron receives input and produces output 5 ; and 4) determining the strength of connections within the network by using a training algorithm to "learn" the appropriate values of connection weights.
A highly successful method for training multi-layer neural networks is called the backpropagation algorithm (a form of supervised learning, see [25] ). The algorithm begins by constructing a network with the desired number of hidden and output units and initializing all network weights to small random values. Given this fixed network structure, the main loop of the algorithm then repeatedly iterates over the training examples. For each training example, it applies the network to the example, calculates the error 6 of the network outputs for this example, computes the gradient with respect to each component of the weight vector, and then updates all weights in the network. The gradient step is iterated (often thousands of times, using the same training examples multiple times) until the network performs acceptably well.
A variety of termination conditions is used to halt the procedure. One may choose to halt after a fixed number of iterations through the loop, or once the error on the training examples falls below some threshold, or once the error on a separate validation set of examples meets some criterion. The choice of termination criterion is important because too few iterations can fail to reduce error sufficiently, and too many can lead to overfitting the training data. The backpropagation algorithm is suited to the cleaning problem since it can handle discrete or continuous output vector, as well as handle training examples that contain noise or error.
B. Implementation
Neural networks can handle discrete or continuous output variables. However, since our main goal is to construct a classification model rather than exact prediction of the %Moval and %Removal values, the continuous dependent variables have been transformed into discrete classes.
In the first experiment, the output variables have been classified into two categories: 0%-74% (Class 0), 75%-100% (Class 1). The best performance has been obtained when using hyperbolic tangent functions for the hidden layer neurons, and logarithmic sigmoid functions for the output layer neurons. Several runs 7 have been performed with several network architectures (i.e., different numbers of hidden layer neurons) as summarized in Table VI. In the second experiment, the output variables have been classified into four categories: 0%-49% (Class 1), 50%-74% (Class 2), 75%-89% (Class 3), and 90%-100% (Class 4). The best performance (73% accuracy) has been obtained when using hyperbolic tangent functions for the hidden layer neurons, and linear functions for the output layer neurons. As for decision tree induction, better prediction accuracy has been obtained whenever the number of classes of the underlying target function is small. The relatively small volume of the underlying data set may explain the sharp decline in performance whenever the number of classes increases. However, this result could not have been predicted in advance due to the complex parameter space and complex neural net architecture.
Observing that different neural network architectures perform better on some instances and worse on others suggests that an increase in the classification accuracy may be obtained by combining several neural network classifiers together. This motivates us to investigate the composite classifier approach in Section VII, where a verification of the above intuition is provided.
VII. APPLYING COMPOSITE CLASSIFIERS TO THE CLEANING PROCESS
A. Composite Classifiers
Combining the predictions of a set of classifiers, even simple ones, has been shown to be an effective way to create composite classifiers that are more accurate than any of the component classifiers on disparate domains as identification of satellite data [9] , handwritten character recognition [10] , economic and weather predictions [11] , and protein sequence identification [12] . The past several years has witnessed a resurgence of research effort by the machine learning and pattern recognition communities to learn how to create and combine an ensemble of classifiers. The interest in classifier combination is heightened by the possibility that by intelligently combining a set of "simple" classifiers we may be able to perform classification better than with the sophisticated algorithms currently available [13] . Moreover, the accuracy of a sophisticated learning algorithm may be enhanced by combining it with 'simple' classifiers. For an excellent review of various composite classifiers design criteria and architectures, see [5] , [13] .
There are many architectures for combining classification algorithms of which the primary ones are [13] : stacked generalization [14] , boosting [16] , bagging [15] , and recursive partitioning [17] . Composite training begins with training each component classifier (learning algorithm) separately (e.g., see Fig. 4 ), Then a combination classifier learns to output the correct prediction based on the predictions of the components. The combining algorithm can be a simple voting (the most common prediction is selected) or it can be a more sophisticated learning algorithms.
The fundamental question about classifier combination is whether classifiers from any given model class can be combined to create a composite classifier with higher accuracy [5] . Several strategies have been observed to achieve a higher accuracy of the composite classifier. The first strategy is to construct component classifiers that are highly accurate as independent classifiers [10] . The second strategy is to have composite classifiers that are diverse, not highly correlated, and behave very differently from one another [5] , [6] , [11] . Diversification strategies include: training the component classifiers on different samples of the training set; using classifiers from different model classes, (e.g., decision trees and neural networks, or neural networks with different architectures); making the classifiers applicable to separate regions of the space of instances; selecting component classifiers that apply different features; and varying the dependent parameters of a classifier. The third strategy is to avoid prohibitively expensive classifiers both in terms of number of component classifiers and the computational resources assigned for their training.
In the following, we briefly describe the two composite classifier architectures employed in this paper. Stacked Generalization: Stacked generalization [14] assumes that we have a two-layer architecture in which the classifiers to be combined are called level-0 classifiers, and the combining classifier is the level-1 classifier (the layering can be enlarged to more than two layers). The basic idea is that we have been given a set of level-0 learning algorithms (components), a level-1 learning (combining) algorithm, and a training set of classified instances. The level-0 learning algorithms should be distinct, so that diverse level-0 classifiers are obtained, for the reasons specified earlier. The algorithm has usually two phases [14] , [22] :
Training Phase
1) The component classifiers are trained using leave-one-out cross validation as follows. For each instance in the data set, each of the level-0 classifiers is trained using the remaining instances. Subsequently, the held-out instance is classified using each of the trained level-0 classifiers. 2) The level-1 classifier is trained with a set of vectors created as follows. Each level-1 training vector has elements corresponding to the concatenation of the predictions of each of the level-0 component classifiers together with the actual class of that instance.
3) The level-0 classifiers are re-trained on the entire training set, since they have not been trained on the entire training set.
Application Phase: When presented with a new instance (whose class is unknown), the instance is classified using each of the level-0 classifiers. The predictions of the level-0 classifiers generate an input vector for the level-1 classifier. The generated vector is then classified by the level-1 classifier, which outputs the prediction for the new instance.
Boosting: Boosting [16] starts with a given component classifier, called the base classifier, . Boosting is a randomized algorithm that filters the training set to train two additional component classifiers, and . The first classifier is trained on a set of training examples. A fair coin is then tossed (randomly choose 0 or 1). If the coin comes up heads, then apply to new instances until makes a mistake. If the coin comes to new instances until makes a correct classification. In either case, add the triggering (mistaken or correct) instance to a training set for . This process of flipping a coin and adding a training instance is repeated until a sufficient number of examples have been collected to train . Finally, new instances are drawn from a distribution of training instances, and are classified by and . If they disagree the instance is added to a training set for . When has been trained of a sufficient number of examples, the training stops. The composite classifier is applied by taking a majority vote of , and . An extension of this method (called Adaptive Boosting or Adaboost [16] ), which can combine a large number of weak component classifiers, has been applied in this paper.
In Section VII-B, we apply the above techniques to the wafer cleaning process, and demonstrate their ability to enhance the prediction accuracy of weak component classifiers.
B. Implementation
First, the continuous dependent variables (i.e., %Removal, %Moval) have been transformed into four discrete classes as previously shown in Table II . Four experiments have been conducted. The first experiment runs a composite classifier, which is constructed by utilizing the boosting architecture. The other three experiments run composite classifiers, which are constructed by utilizing the stacked generalization architecture.
Adaptive Boosting: In this experiment, different decision trees have been constructed and combined by utilizing the adaptive boosting architecture. Two modes of adaptive boosting have been tested. In the first mode, adaptive boosting architectures that combine three decision trees (for %Removal) and three decision trees (for %Moval) have been generated. In the second mode, adaptive boosting architectures that combine seven decision trees (for %Removal) and six decision trees (for %Moval) have been generated.
The results of the composite classification are presented in Table VII . We observe that better results are obtained for the %Removal data than for the %Moval data. Adding decision trees 4-7 results in a reduction in accuracy for the %Removal data. In addition, as shown for %Moval in Table VII , combining the predictions of a set of classifiers does not necessarily create a composite classifier that is more accurate than any of the component classifiers. These rather surprising results may be attributed to the relatively small volume of data, the inferiority of the additional decision trees (e.g., DT4 is inferior to DT1) and the similarity (lack of diversity) between them.
Stacked Generalization-1: In this experiment, different neural networks (see Table VIII ) have been combined by utilizing the stacked generalization architecture. The component classifiers have been trained by applying the backpropagation algorithm using the complete data set. The combining algorithm is also a neural network (see Table VIII ). The results of the composite classifiers for %Removal and %Moval are summarized in the top section of Table IX. It is observed that combining the predictions of a set of neural network classifiers creates composite classifiers that are more accurate than any of the component classifiers. In this case, each component classifier has "expertise" in some sub-region of the instance space; and thus combining their predictions performs better than individually.
Stacked Generalization-2: In this experiment, two different neural networks and a decision tree classifier have been combined by utilizing the stacked generalization architecture. The combining algorithm is a neural network. The results of the composite classifiers for %Removal and %Moval are summarized in the middle part of Table IX . The results for %Moval in the middle part of Table IX show a significant improvement in accuracy using the stacked generalization in comparison to the best results of each classifier individually. That is, three 0-level classifiers with accuracy of 58.3%, 70.9% and 72.8%, when applied individually, have resulted in accuracy of 80.6% when used in a stacked generalization architecture.
Stacked Generalization-3: In this experiment, a neural network, a decision tree, and a classifier based on the reconstructability algorithm have been combined by utilizing the stacked generalization architecture (due to space limitations we exclude the description of the reconstructability algorithm, see [23] for details). The combining algorithm is a neural network. The results of the composite classifiers for %Removal and %Moval are summarized in the bottom part of Table IX . As high as 15% improvement in prediction accuracy has been demonstrated in combining the three different algorithms. These results illustrate once more that an intelligent combination of known learning algorithms, even weak ones, can create a strong and accurate classifier.
Conclusions: The experiments primarily show that the accuracy of a classification algorithm (even if very strong on its own) can be increased, merely by combining its predictions with those made by another classifier (even if a weak one). The best results have been achieved in Stacked Generalization-2 and Stacked Generalization-3, where different kinds of component classifiers have been combined. On the other hand, the boosting algorithm, which combines different decision trees, has displayed little or no improvement in accuracy. This may be explained as follows: A decision tree classifier performs best when trained with a large data set. Therefore, little advantage has been gained in combining decision trees that have been trained with relatively small volume of data. All four experiments have used different techniques in order to create component classifiers that are diverse. The results of these experiments show that the strategy of building a diverse set of classifiers by using classifiers from different model classes performs better than other strategies. Thus, by combining different kinds of component classifiers, high prediction rates may be obtained.
The results for %Removal data were better than for the %Moval data in all of the experiments. However, since the main concern is to remove the particles from the wafer and not merely to move them, the %Moval prediction accuracy is less cardinal than the %Removal prediction accuracy.
VIII. SUMMARY
Die yield is one of the most important elements for the competitiveness of semiconductor manufacturing companies. Since contamination can lead to drastic yield loss, better gains can be achieved by employing micro-contamination control and wafer cleaning processes.
In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive and successful application of data mining methodologies to an emerging new dry cleaning technology called Advanced Wafer Cleaning. The new dry cleaning technology utilizes the interaction between a laser beam and a wafer in a gaseous atmosphere for the removal of micro-contaminants. Three classification-based data mining methods have been employed. The composite classifier architecture has been shown to yield higher accuracy than the accuracy of each individual classifier on its own. This is particularly important for semiconductor manufacturing environments where various physical and chemical parameters that affect the process exhibit highly complex interactions, and data is scarce and costly for emerging new technologies. In addition, the component classifiers can use data sets of a relatively small volume, and need only reasonable amount of time and memory for training and application. Thus, a composite classifier may be highly effective when embedded in real-time monitoring of semiconductor manufacturing processes.
The large amount of yield data generated during daily semiconductor manufacturing operations makes it almost impractical to manually analyze the data for valuable decision-making information. In semiconductor manufacturing environments, this situation calls for new techniques and tools that can intelligently and (semi)automatically store and manage large amounts of yield data, which will be turned into high-level and useful knowledge. This knowledge extraction process should be supported by powerful data acquisition systems such as computers, microprocessors, transducers, and analog-to-digital converters for collecting, analyzing, and transferring data. The Integration of real-time data-mining methodologies with closed-loop process control may become a critical ingredient of future yield management, which will be integrated, agile, and capable of continuous prevention and improvement.
Beyond the above outcomes, it is possible that the classification-based methods like those presented here may enhance the accuracy of traditional yield modeling [1] , [24] . It can relate the underlying manufacturing process parameters to the number of particles existing on a wafer-which are related to the average defect density.
